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NEW QUESTION: 1
A pentester must attempt to crack passwords on a windows domain
that enforces strong complex passwords. Which of the following
would crack the MOST passwords in the shortest time period?
A. Rainbow tables attack
B. Brute force attack
C. Dictionary attack
D. Online password testing
Answer: A
Explanation:
The passwords in a Windows (Active Directory) domain are
encrypted.
When a password is "tried" against a system it is "hashed"

using encryption so that the actual password is never sent in
clear text across the communications line. This prevents
eavesdroppers from intercepting the password. The hash of a
password usually looks like a bunch of garbage and is typically
a different length than the original password. Your password
might be "shitzu" but the hash of your password would look
something like "7378347eedbfdd761619451949225ec1".
To verify a user, a system takes the hash value created by the
password hashing function on the client computer and compares
it to the hash value stored in a table on the server. If the
hashes match, then the user is authenticated and granted
access.
Password cracking programs work in a similar way to the login
process. The cracking program starts by taking plaintext
passwords, running them through a hash algorithm, such as MD5,
and then compares the hash output with the hashes in the stolen
password file. If it finds a match then the program has cracked
the password.
Rainbow Tables are basically huge sets of precomputed tables
filled with hash values that are pre-matched to possible
plaintext passwords. The Rainbow Tables essentially allow
hackers to reverse the hashing function to determine what the
plaintext password might be.
The use of Rainbow Tables allow for passwords to be cracked in
a very short amount of time compared with brute-force methods,
however, the trade-off is that it takes a lot of storage
(sometimes Terabytes) to hold the Rainbow Tables themselves.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the purpose of the broadcast address?
A. Provides an address to refer to a single device on a given
network.
B. Provides an address to refer to a specific group of devices
in a given network.
C. Provides an address to refer to a group of devices having
the same IP addresses in different Layer 2 networks.
D. Provides an address that refers to all the devices in a
given network.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Where is it possible to export content, such as correlation
searches, from ES?
A. Export content dashboard
B. Content exporter
C. Configure -&gt; Content Management
D. Settings Menu -&gt; ES -&gt; Export
Answer: C
Explanation:

Reference:
https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/ES/6.1.0/Admin/Export

NEW QUESTION: 4
How can an EBS volume which is currently attached to an EC2
instance in one Availability Zone to another?
A. Create a new volume in the AZ and do a disk copy of contents
from one volume to another.
B. Detach the volume and attach to an EC2 instance in another
AZ.
C. Create a new volume in the other AZ and speciW the current
volume as the source.
D. Create a snapshot of the volume and then create a volume
from the snapshot in the other AZ
Answer: D
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